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Abstract— It is well known that Genetic Algorithm (GA) is
widely used for solving the games and number puzzles
especially Sudoku puzzles and magic square. This work
attempts to solve the interesting but difficult number puzzles
that need exponential complexity to optimize with the
conventional methods. This work focuses on the effectiveness of
advanced twin operator of the novel GA for solving the number
puzzles efficiently. In this work, simple GA and the novel GA
with advanced twin operator are designed and applied to solve
the famous number puzzles viz. a 10-digit self-describing
number and last digits of n2. The results of this implementation
show the effectiveness of novel GA to generate the unique
solution in terms of convergence time. Besides this, the novel
GA with advanced twin operator yields better performance in
terms of reduced convergence time than that of the
conventional simple GA. Thus the advanced twin operator
designed for the novel GA highlights its effectiveness on the
overall performance of GA for this puzzle solving application.
Index Terms— Advanced twin operator, Genetic algorithm,
Puzzle, Performance.

I. INTRODUCTION
GAs, the heuristic computational procedures based on the
principles of natural genetics, are known to be widely
applicable for solving complex search and optimization
problems in almost all the facets of real world. This work
highlights the effectiveness of GA in solving the interesting
number puzzles. It has been observed that the basic
operational flow of GA has strong natural power to find out
the optimal solution for various puzzles and games [1]-[9].
Since last three decades GAs are used by practitioners to
solve the variety of games, logic puzzles and number puzzles
especially sudoku. Many researchers have attempted to
create the sudoku puzzles of different difficulty levels using
GA [1], [2], [3]. Some researchers found that the efficiency of
GA to solve these puzzles degrades with the increased
difficulty levels of puzzles and sometimes the problem
specific knowledge is required to solve the puzzles [4].
Many researchers have solved the interesting and well
known magic square problems using GA [5], [6]. Magic
square problem is a rich combinatorial optimization problem
having n2! ways and used as a benchmark to compare GA and
similar optimization methods viz. deterministic and
nondeterministic [7], [8]. In 2007, Harmony search
algorithm, a type of evolutionary algorithm was applied to
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find out solution for sudoku puzzle [10]. The researchers did
analysis
of parameters to test the effectiveness of algorithm. Toyama
et al. have solved the jigsaw type puzzles and obtained good
results for puzzle only up to 64 pieces [11]. Later D.
Sholoman et al. attempted to solve the jigsaw puzzles of large
size with efficient GA solver [12]. GA was started with the
encoded chromosomes in the form of arrangement of puzzle
pieces. They obtained significant improvement in the results
and their GA solver provided the efficient solution for jigsaw
puzzles of 22,834-piece size. The efficient GA was developed
using the novel type of crossover. In addition to this solver,
they also provided a benchmark of large images to test the
other solvers
This work has attempted to apply simple GA and novel
GA based on advanced twin operator to solve the number
puzzle problems. In our earlier work, the novel GA was
introduced and designed using the novel operator called
advanced twin operator [13] [14] [15].
This novel GA was rigorously tested on the standard
benchmark optimization test functions to verify its
effectiveness. The advanced twin operator design was
originated by extrapolating the process of twin offspring
formation in natural genetics. This operator develops twin
offspring individuals in the simulated environment of GA.
This operator is associated with the design parameters viz.
twin probability and twin separability. The twin probability
resembles the frequency of producing twin offspring in
natural reproduction systems and set to low static value. The
twin separability parameter is related to the number of
unequal genes representing the variation in twin‘s identical
appearance and its phenotypic characteristics.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION FOR PUZZLES
This work is carried out to solve the number puzzles as
defined below:




Find a 10-digit number where the first digit is how
many zeros in the number, the second digit is how
many 1‘s in the number etc. until the tenth digit
which is how many 9s in the number.
Find a one four-digit whole number n, such that the
last four digits of n 2 are in fact the original number
n.
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The puzzles are defined and reported on the web [16].
These puzzles have the exponential complexity and seem to
be little bit difficult if solved by deterministic methods. GAs
are guaranteed to find near optimal solution for such types of
problems. Before presenting the application of novel GA, the
advanced twin operator designed for novel GA is explained
below in brief.
III. NOVEL GA WITH ADVANCED TWIN OPERATOR
The research work on the advanced twin operator for GA
was carried out in our previous research work [13], [14] [15].
The design and development of the advanced twin operator is
described below in brief.
The design of the advanced twin operator is abstracted
from the process of twin offspring generation in natural
genetics. In this case, the formation of twin offspring due to
single ovulation is taken into consideration. The process of
generating twin offspring involves the selection of fit parents
for reproduction, mating and crossover of these parents.
After crossover, the advanced twin operator is applied to
form twin offspring individuals. The selection operator of
GA is responsible for selecting the fit parents for
reproduction. Similar to natural system, one of the fit parents
is equivalent to single ovum in the single ovulation based
reproduction process. The elitist strategy of GA enforces that
the best individual or the individual of first rank of the
current generation should be propagated as it is to the next
generation. Therefore the second rank individual or
individual next to the best individual is selected for
reproduction as the one of the parents resembling the single
ovum in single ovulation. This parent is referred to as P1. The
other parent is randomly selected from the current
generation. This parent is referred to as P2. The two parents
are crossed using any conventional crossover method to
generate two offspring say child1 and child2 respectively.
After this crossover, the advanced twin operator is
designed and applied as described below. After reproduction,
the hamming distance of each child from both the parents is
calculated. Hamming distance indicate the unequal genes of
the child from the respective parent. Consider that H1 and H2
are denoted as the hamming distances of child1 from P1 and
P2 respectively. The advanced twin operator should randomly
select exactly half the number of unequal genes from H1 as
well as H2 and change only the values of these genes by
keeping all other genes same as that of child1. This creates
the first twin mate child say child3. In this way, the advanced
twin operator generates the first twin pair child1:child3. The
locations of unequal genes from H1 and H2 have considerable
effect on the decoded value of the twin mate child. Similar
process is repeated with child2 to generate its twin mate
child4. This generates the second twin pair child2:child4. The
design parameter of twin operation is the probability of twin
operator say ‗Ptwin‘. It should be low as it resembles the
frequency of twining in natural genetics. The other design
parameter is number of unequal genes randomly selected
from H1 and H2. It affects the twin separability parameter that
increases in proportion to the number of unequal genes. The
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performance of GA varies in accordance with these design
parameters.
IV. APPLICATION OF SIMPLE AND NOVEL GA TO SOLVE
PUZZLES

The puzzles are solved by designing and implementing the
SGA and ATGA. The general structure of SGA is modified
with the creation of twin offspring using advanced twin
operator with its parameters viz. twin probability and twin
separability. The general flow of novel GA with advanced
twin operator ATGA is presented below:
ATGA ( )
{
Randomly generate initial population of fixed population
size;
Repeat till stopping criteria not met
{
Evaluate each individual as per fitness function;
Carry forward best individual as per elitist strategy;
Select parents by using any selection method on remaining
individuals;
Perform crossover with crossover probability and apply
advanced twin operator to generate twin offspring with
specific twin probability;
Apply mutation with low probability;
}
Simple GA (SGA) and novel GA with advanced twin
operator called as ATGA are designed as per the structure to
solve each puzzle. In the design, the important GA
parameters set are encoding method, population size,
crossover method and its probability Pc, mutation and its
probability Pm, and the termination criteria. In ATGA, the
twin probability Ptwin is the main design parameter.
For solving 10-digit puzzle, the GA individual is encoded
as the string of 10 decimal digits generated randomly. The
population size is set to 40 after lots of experimentation trials.
The parents for crossover are selected using tournament
selection method. The single point crossover with crossover
probability Pc of 1 is used to achieve maximum exploration.
The mutation probability Pm is set to low static value 0.05.
The termination criterion is set as the maximum number of
generations. The fitness function is designed to meet the
objective of the puzzle and later scaled to yield the
appropriate value. In ATGA, all the other GA parameters
except twin probability and separability are kept same as that
of SGA. The value of twin probability Ptwin is set to fixed
value 0.05 after lots of experimentation trials for Ptwin. The
twin separability is set to 50%.
In the case of a whole number 4-digit puzzle, the GA
individual is encoded as the string of 4 decimal digits
generated randomly. The tournament selection method is
used for selecting parents. The single point crossover with its
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probability 1 is applied to generate next generation offspring.
The rest of the parameters viz. population size, mutation
probability, termination criteria are set after carrying out the
number of experimentation trials. Further the population size
is varied and step by step reduced to 6 as used in the typical
micro-GA keeping all other parameters same. The effect of
population size is observed on the convergence of GA. It is
found that more time is required to converge when the
population size is reduced from 20 to 6 in stepwise manner.
The complete experimental set up of GA parameters for
the puzzle problems under consideration is displayed in

Table 1. For each puzzle, SGA and ATGA are implemented
as per the design and executed number of times to find out the
puzzle solution in terms of the best individual. Besides best
individual, the other performance parameters viz.
convergence generation and average fitness are recorded to
assess the effectiveness of novel GA.

Table 1: Experimental Set up of GA parameters
Puzzles
10-digit
puzzle
4-digit
puzzle
4-digit
puzzle

Encoded String
Length in bits
10

Pop_size

Selection

40

Tournament with
replacement
Tournament with
replacement
Tournament with
replacement

4

20

4

6

Crossover
(pc=1)
Single point

Fixed
Pm
0.05

Max.
gens
25

Single point

0.05

25

Single point

0.02 to
0.05

25

Table 2: Performance parameters for SGA and ATGA
Parameters

Puzzle solution

Puzzles

SGA

ATGA

Best
Convergence
Generation

Average
Convergence
Generation

Best
Convergence
Generation

Average
Convergence
Generation

10-digit puzzle

6210001000

16

22

8

18

10-digit puzzle

7100000100

16

21

7

16

4-digit puzzle

9376

8

18

3

15

4-digit puzzle

0625

6

14

4

10

4-digit puzzle

0001

5

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For solving each puzzle, SGA and ATGA are designed and
executed for repeated number of trials 25. The final solution
for the puzzle is recorded and presented in terms of the
average number of trials. It is interesting to note that for
10-digit puzzle, one extra solution (7100000100) than the
unique solution (6210001000) reported is found and
displayed in Table 2 [16]. In the case of 4-digit puzzle, the
solutions found in terms of the best individual encoded as
4-digits are 9376, 0625 and 0001 as displayed in Table 2. Out
of 3 solutions, only 9376 is a valid solution considering 4
digits.
The performance of SGA and ATGA is measured in terms
of convergence generation, best individual and average
fitness. The results in terms of these performance parameters
are displayed in Table 2. It is observed from this Table 2 that
the best and average values of the convergence generation are
less for ATGA than that of SGA in solving both puzzles. This
shows that the convergence occurs earlier in ATGA than that
ISSN: 2278 – 1323

12
4
10
of SGA indicating the positive effects of advanced twin
operator. The graphs of the best individual against the
number of generations for 4-digit puzzle are displayed in
Figure 1 for one of the executed trials.
From the Graph 1, it is observed that the best individual
appears earlier in ATGA compared to that of SGA indicating
fast convergence. Similar results are also observed for
10-digit puzzle.
For 4-digit puzzle, the effect of varying population size is
also observed on the overall performance of GA. As the
population size reduces, it takes more time to yield
convergence. But for the population size of even 6 similar to
that of micro-GA, the final solution is obtained after certain
increased number of generations.
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Figure 1: Best Individual Variation according to Generations

By the method of repeated trials, it is also found that for
population size of 6, the greater values (>0.05) mutation
probability are required to get the solution quicker.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
For 10-digit puzzle, the deterministic approach takes
exponential number of ways to find out the final solution.
Compared with this, GA finds the unique solution in
significantly less number of function evaluations. From the
results presented in Table 2, it is concluded that the
convergence occurs fast for ATGA than that of SGA showing
the positive effect of the advanced twin operator in reducing
the number of function computations. The graph of best
individual shows the generation wise improvement leading
to the final solution after reaching the average number of
generations. From the execution of SGA and ATGA, it is also
observed that the average fitness improves as the number of
generations goes on increasing. In the case of 4-digit puzzle,
the final solution is obtained for the very small population
size 6 similar to that of micro-GA. This indicates the
capability of GA to find out the final solution. The extensions
of the current work include the application of ATGA to solve
more complex puzzles and games. Besides this, it would be
interesting to try the adaptive approach of twin probability of
advanced twin operator for solving the puzzles and verify its
effectiveness on the performance of GA.
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